B R U S H W O O D
F L O R A L

D E S I G N

Design Recommendations to help you stick to your budget
PERSONAL FLOWERS
1. Make a statement with the bridal bouquet but keep
Bridesmaid's bouquets simple.
2. Keep flowers for children very minimal. ie. A single rose
bud in the flower girls hair, or hire one of our baskets with
preserved flowers inside.
3. Try to be open minded when it comes to flower varieties.
Trust me to choose the best seasonal ingredients that fit with
your colour theme and design aesthetic. This will allow for
more flexibility at the markets, allowing your dollar go
further.

THE WEDDING CEREMONY
1. Ditch pew ends, and instead have a focal statement
surrounding the couple.
2. Repurpose anything you can from your ceremony to your
reception. ie. Beautiful urn arrangements can be reused on
your guest table, or a ceremony arbour can transform into a
stunning bridal table backdrop framing the couple.
3. Make a statement with foliage. Not all arrangements need
focal blooms, many seasonal foliages are so textural and can
create beautiful shapes.

THE WEDDING RECEPTION
1. Make a statement at the Bridal table. Most of your
reception photos will feature this area, so it will be
lovely to have something to frame you on the night.
2. Keep guest tables simple, with bud vases and candles.
3. Repurpose anything you can from your ceremony to
your reception. ie. Beautiful urn arrangements can be
reused on your guest table, or a ceremony arbour can
transform into a stunning bridal table backdrop.
4. Do not underestimate the power of candle light. It is
so romantic and changes the atmosphere of the room.
5. If you want tall arrangements, do 3 or 5 to add heigh,
with the rest of the guest tables having low candles
and bud vases.

